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ANALYTICAL ESSAY 

Fallacies of Democratic State-Building 

AR I S  TR A N T I D I S  

University of Lincoln, UK 

This paper criticizes the epistemic foundations of democratic state- 
building, which are derived from a model of political transitions according 
to which liberal democratic institutions will transform a hitherto authori- 
tarian and troubled country into a more prosperous and stable society and, 
therefore, foreign interventions to establish these institutions are realis- 
tic and worthy investments, provided they are properly planned based on 

knowledge of what has worked elsewhere. This expectation is based upon 

two epistemological premises. The first premise, linearity , is that social and 

institutional change exhibits identifiable input–output relations connect- 
ing socioeconomic conditions and outcomes. The second premise, ergod- 
icity , is that these relations, inferred from past samples, provide reliable 
probabilistic projections about future outcomes, which can guide the fo- 
cus of policy interventions. Drawing from the study of complex systems, 
the paper indicates why these two premises offer a flawed conception of 
political transitions and why radical and large-scale interventions, such as 
state-building, will tend to generate unintended consequences rather than 

the planned effect. 

Este artículo critica los fundamentos epistémicos de la construcción del 
Estado democrático, que se derivan de un modelo de transiciones políti- 
cas según el cual las instituciones democráticas liberales transformarán 

un país hasta ahora autoritario y con problemas en una sociedad más 
próspera y estable y, por tanto, las intervenciones extranjeras para estable- 
cer estas instituciones son inversiones realistas y dignas, siempre que se 
planifiquen adecuadamente basándose en el conocimiento de lo que ha 
funcionado en otros lugares. Esta expectativa se basa en dos premisas epis- 
temológicas. La primera premisa, la linealidad , consiste en que el cambio 

social e institucional presenta relaciones identificables de intercambio que 
conectan las condiciones y los resultados socioeconómicos. La segunda 
premisa, la ergodicidad , se basa en que estas relaciones, inferidas a par- 
tir de muestras pasadas, proporcionan proyecciones probabilísticas fiables 
sobre los resultados futuros, que pueden orientar el enfoque de las in- 
tervenciones políticas. Basándose en el estudio de los sistemas complejos, 
el artículo indica por qué estas dos premisas ofrecen una concepción er- 
rónea de las transiciones políticas y por qué las intervenciones radicales y 
a gran escala, como la construcción del Estado, tenderán a generar conse- 
cuencias no deseadas en lugar del efecto previsto. 

Le présent article critique les fondations épistémiques de la création 

d’un État démocratique, qui sont dérivées d’un modèle de transitions 
politiques selon lequel les institutions démocratiques et libérales trans- 
formeront un pays jusqu’ici autoritaire et troublé en une société plus sta- 
ble et prospère. Ainsi, les interventions étrangères visant à l’établissement 
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2 Fallacies of Democratic State-Building 

de ces institutions sont réalistes et dignes d’un investissement, à condition 

qu’elles fassent l’objet d’une planification adéquate, fondée sur la connais- 
sance d’autres cas réussis. Cette attente se base sur deux postulats épisté- 
mologiques. D’abord, la linéarité : le changement social et institutionnel 
présente des relations entrées-sorties identifiables, reliant les conditions 
socioéconomiques à leurs résultats. Ensuite, l’ ergodicité : ces relations, dé- 
duites d’exemples passés, fournissent des projections probabilistes fiables 
concernant les résultats futurs, pouvant orienter la focalisation des inter- 
ventions politiques. En se fondant sur l’étude de systèmes complexes, cet 
article indique pourquoi ces deux postulats fournissent une conception 

imparfaite des transitions politiques et pourquoi les interventions radi- 
cales à grande échelle, comme la création d’un État, auront tendance à
générer des conséquences indésirables, plutôt que l’effet visé. 

Keywords: democracy promotion, state-building, foreign policy, 
liberal interventionism, grand strategy, liberal internationalism 

Palabras clave: Fomento de la democracia, construcción del Es- 
tado, política exterior, intervencionismo liberal, gran estrategia, in- 
ternacionalismo liberal 
Mots clés: promotion de la démocratie, création d’un État, poli- 
tique étrangère, interventionnisme libéral, stratégie d’ensemble, 
internationalisme libéral 
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Introduction 

emocratic state-building refers to strategic actions by a foreign power to establish 

 stable democratic system in another country by giving the national authority in- 
tructions , prescriptions , and support to create and consolidate liberal democratic insti- 
utions and by closely monitoring progress with various sanctioning or incentivizing 

nstruments (cf. Hippler 2005 ; Patterson 2014 ). This is by far the most intervention- 
st form of democracy promotion, a strategy that has been an important component 
f the foreign policy of the United States ( Ikenberry 2011 , 2020 ; Jahn 2007b , 215). 
In this paper, I discuss the following question. Is democratic state-building a real- 

stic strategy? Is it plausible to expect that an exogenous intervention into a system—
rompted, designed, and organized by a foreign power or coalition—can generate 

uch a large-scale, system-level outcome? I explain why the answer is negative. I do so 

y scrutinizing the epistemological foundations of democratic state-building. First, 
t is the idea that there are linear input–output relationships connecting variables 

easuring socioeconomic conditions with outcomes. Second, these relationships 
an be inferred by statistical analysis of past samples and be interpreted as proba- 
ilistic statements about how other systems will behave too if they come to exhibit 
imilar values in the relevant variables. Together, they have sustained a view of po- 
itical transitions according to which there are qualities and properties supportive 

f a stable and prosperous democratic society, which are described in probabilistic 
tatements connecting inputs and outputs, and the human environment is seen as 
 terrain that can be reorganized by planned interventions, guided by that type of 
inear and probabilistic analysis, to target and reconfigure these properties. 

I start by locating the origins of this linear paradigm of political transitions in the 

odernization theory and new institutionalism. Modernization sustained the be- 
ief that there are socioeconomic variables conducive to democratization and eco- 
omic development, meaning that countries that will develop these variables will 
ost probably follow a similar path. New institutionalism singled out institutional 

eforms as the way by which political actors can speed up a country’s pathway to 

emocracy and prosperity, by incentivizing and directing collective behavior toward 
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the attainment of these favorable conditions. A plausible policy goal is to establish
“good” institutions that will exert a structuring effect on how a society evolves, push-
ing its members to behaviors supporting a prosperous and stable democratic society.
Lamentably, experts and policy practitioners have witnessed that planned interven- 
tions generated serious unintended consequences whose type and scale were not
predicted beforehand, as the developments in Iraq and Afghanistan demonstrate. 

I then juxtapose the linear transitions paradigm with a complex transitions frame-
work that understands social change as a nonlinear and non-probabilistic process.
Insights from the study of complex systems challenge the epistemological foun-
dations of democratic state-building and better explain the occurrence of serious
unintended consequences from planned large-scale interventions. In human sys- 
tems, change emerges from continuous interactions of social actors that generate
novel and discontinuous behavioral patterns as well as differentiated trajectories 
across systems. Understanding this behavioral dimension of complexity sheds light 
on how human systems evolve, often intermittently and discontinuously, and re-
garding democratic state-building, explains why, rather than having the envisaged 

effect, foreign interventions are more likely to unsettle a local system without giving
it a desired new direction, and why, even after new institutions have been estab-
lished, this will not structure collective behavior predictably. Large-scale and radical
interventions, such as military invasion and state-building, will tend to trigger varied
and random sequences of behavioral responses, increasing uncertainty in a system
rather than reducing it. 

The Epistemic Dimension of Democratic State-Building: Is This Strategy Plausible? 

Democracy promotion and democratic state-building are policies whose strategic 
merit and idealism have been thoroughly debated and problematized in the lit-
erature ( Cox, Ikenberry, and Inoguchi 2000 ; Ikenberry 2000 ; Monten 2005 ; Jahn
2007; Krasner and Risse 2014 ; Ikenberry 2018 ; Mearsheimer 2019 ; Krasner 2021 ;
Lascurettes 2020 ). Couched in the language of liberal rights and democratic norms,
democracy promotion seems to reflect the democratic ethos that has given the
United States a higher moral ground against its authoritarian adversaries. Efforts
to radically transform the political systems in countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq,
Kosovo, Libya, and Liberia have been justified with reference to a strong ideological
commitment to promoting democracy across the world (Jahn 2007). The United
States, confident in its superior military capabilities, uses this power for regime
change ( Seitz 2017 ), which involves intervening to restructure whole political sys-
tems by redesigning political and economic institutions to embed liberal demo-
cratic norms and values in a country (cf. Ikenberry 2020 ; Lawless 2020 ). On the
other hand, democratic state-building has been criticized for serving as an instru-
ment of the United States’ hegemonic project ( Robinson 1997 ), and inconsistently
so, if one considers the fact that the United States repeatedly and strategically sup-
ported allied authoritarian regimes and violent authoritarian guerrilla groups (cf. 
Dufek and Mochtak 2019 ). 

There has been a vibrant discussion regarding the challenges and problems of
implementing democratic state-building plans in actual contexts. The literature 

has pointed to strategic and policy-related mistakes and has debated the value
democracy promotion and state-building offers to the United States ( Finkel, Perez-
Linan, and Seligson 2007 ; Bridoux 2013 ; Cox, Lynch, and Bouchet 2013 ; Krasner
2021 ). Scholars identified deficiencies in the design and implementation of these
interventions, such as the neglect to give due consideration to domestic processes
of regime transition, and problems such as lack of domestic democratic support
( Harberson 1998 ; Dalacoura 2005 ; Craner and Wollack 2009 ; Jamal 2012 ), the
neglect to consider the effect of the broader international system ( Jahn 2012 ),
misinterpretations of how capitalism and democracy work together in a normative
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odel (Kurki 2014), the high fiscal cost and the logistical and time commitments 
f this strategy ( Etzioni 2004 ), the misdirection of efforts toward strengthening 

lections and executive power at the expense of other important aspects of a 
unctioning democracy ( Carothers 2007 , 2009 ; Meyerrose 2020 ), and the failure to 

rasp how democracy, contestability, and state capacity develop or unravel together 
nd, consequently, whether an intervention would strengthen human security or 
ould increase the risk which societies face when they undergo such intervention 

 Kurki 2010 ; Norris 2012 ). This debate has hosted views from different theoretical 
tandpoints in the discipline of International Relations and provided diverse inter- 
retations of how structural conditions and institutions affect collective behavior 
nd how strategies aiming at building an international order can be properly 
ormulated ( Haggard 1991 , 404; Wight 2006 , 91). 

An important but rather overlooked question is why democratic state-building 

as come to be seen as a feasible project in the first place. Planning for democracy 
nvolves using “the widest range of actions that one state can take to influence the 

olitical development of another toward greater democratization” ( Bouchet 2015 , 
; see also Dursun 2012 ; Donno 2013 ). Democratic state-building is the most radical 
orm of intervention in a political system. It aims at regime change and the consol- 
dation of a new political order that will redirect the future behavior of the whole 

ystem toward political stability and economic prosperity. The ambition of radically 
eorganizing a political society is seen as a realistic project that a strong reformist 
ower such as the United States can perform on a global scale. For Ikenberry: 

… liberal internationalism offered a vision of a reformed and managed western -and, 
eventually, global - order that would provide the organizational principles, institu- 
tions and capacities to negotiate the international contingencies and dislocations that 
threaten the domestic pursuit of liberal democracy ( Ikenberry 2018 , 13). 

A similar aspiration for political reform has been considered in the context of 
eacebuilding efforts. Organizations, such as the United Nations (UN), foreign 

ountries, and the expert community have been exploring ways to successfully 
ombine peacekeeping operations with creating stable state institutions for last- 
ngly peaceful and good-quality postwar governance ( Sambanis 2008 ). In the lib- 
ral peacebuilding model, peacekeeping is expected to benefit from the creation of 
iberal democratic governing systems and market-oriented economies ( Paris 2010 ; 
all and Cousens 2008 ). However, as Krasner and Risse (2014 , 558) point out, the 

hances of success for these efforts depend not only on the legitimacy and the 

esign of the intervention per se but also on the degree of complexity they will 
ncounter, which is rather significant when a whole system is supposed to be re- 
esigned and multiple actors will be affected. Lake and Farris noted that foreign 

nterventions aiming at comprehensive state-building almost never succeed ( Lake 

nd Farris 2014 ). 
Why do international players maintain confidence in the capacity of such large- 

cale interventions to successfully steer whole societies in a desired direction? 
hether state-building is seen as a realistic ambition largely depends on the con- 

eptual image policymakers have developed regarding what is feasible to achieve by 
eans of political design and intervention. This also relates to the design of a grand 

trategy. As Brooks (2012) notes, a grand strategy is “the overarching concept that 
inks ends, ways and means, the organizing principle that allows states to purpo- 
ively plan and prioritize the use of ‘all instruments of national power,’ diplomatic, 
conomic, cultural, and military.” To that end, policymakers receive feedback from 

he epistemic community regarding the plausibility , not just the desirability , of a strat- 
gy. This feedback presents them with a linkage connecting policy instruments with 

esired political ends . 
In that regard, democratic state-building looks like a plausible project if the devel- 

pment of stable democratic systems is associated with certain socioeconomic con- 
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ditions, positive or negative, and there is the expectation that a considerable change
of these conditions, now or in the future, will redirect the development of a polit-
ical system in that direction accordingly. Previous statistical findings have shown a
positive connection between institutional and societal conditions with prosperous 
and stable democratic systems. Once these associations are understood as generally
relevant “inputs and outputs” relationships and are taken as probabilistic statements 
about how other social systems are likely to behave if they come to develop these
conditions at similar measurements, it makes sense to consider creating a plan to
interfere in a country to attain the same inputs, for instance, the right kind of in-
stitutions and norms, infrastructure, financial aid and technical assistance, open 

access to trade and investment, etc., as a way to initiate and accelerate a process of
democratic transformation. 

Broadly speaking, democratic state-building relies on implicit ontological and 

epistemological premises—regarding what the world is made up of and how we can
come to learn about it. Ontological and epistemological premises form the basic
epistemic foundations behind any analysis of natural and social phenomena. These
premises merge into epistemic policy paradigms , namely frameworks of understanding
that come to shape how we make sense of the world. As Wight put it, different episte-
mological differences and theoretical debates are embedded within, and dependent 
upon, prior ontological positions ( Wight 2006 , 6) and, consequently, ‘[p]olitics is
the terrain of competing ontologies. Politics is about competing visions of how the
world is and how it should be’ ( Wight 2006 , 2). At times, a dominant epistemic
paradigm emerges from the recurrent prominence of theories with set ontologi-
cal and epistemological premises. This dominant paradigm is embedded in public
policy and the routines of bureaucratic organizations ( Drezner 2001 , 60). It can be
broad enough to host debates involving different theories and competing ideologies
and may withstand criticisms launched by other “non-mainstream” approaches, for 
instance, critical and post-positivist theories, to the extent that it keeps providing
the basic context for popular theories to develop and for the bulk of research to
take place, both of which come to shape what political actors understand they can
achieve. 

Modernization and Institutionalism: The “Linear Transitions” Model 

The epistemological foundations of democratic state-building can be traced in the
development and popularity of modernization theory and new institutionalism, 
which were influential in shaping public policy perceptions of social and political
change in the United States. Modernization studies sought to infer the socioeco-
nomic conditions favorable for democratic transitions. The institutionalist theories 
that were later developed promoted the idea that institutions could play a catalyti-
cal role in fostering these conditions and that liberal democratic institutions could
condition and accelerate a society’s pathway to prosperity and stability. 

Work within modernization theory relied on statistical (regression) analysis to 

identify preconditions for successful (consolidated) democratization and embarked 

on understanding how socioeconomic change and institutional change are related 

( Neubauer 1967 ; Lenski and Lenski 1974 ; Bollen and Jackman 1985 ; Gonick and
Rosh 1988 ; Sirowy and Inkeles 1990 ; Bresser-Pereira et al. 1993 ; Londregan and
Poole 1996 ; Barro 1999 ; Inglehart and Welzel 2009 ; Miller 2012 ). The pivotal
contributions by Lipset (1959 , 1960 ), Lerner (1958) , and Pye and Verba (1965)
were epitomized in the phrase “the more well-to-do a nation, the greater the
chances that it will sustain democracy” ( Lipset 1959 , 75). This body of research has
promoted a view of social change as structured by societal conditions treated as
variables and connected in a dependent–independent relationship of inputs and 

outputs. Independent variables are interpreted as preconditions for social change. 
These correlations then ascertain how increases in various measures of quantifiable
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bservations could foretell the emergence and consolidation of democracy. These 

ndings are thus understood as indicators of future change—at least regard- 
ng what is likely to happen—and they provide clues to policymakers—at least 
egarding what they should expect and, probably, what they can accomplish. 

Postwar studies of the modernization tradition dominated academic discussions 
f state development ( Krasner 2011 , 66) and were influential in the design of US 

oreign policy ( Latham 2000 ; Jahn 2012 ) supporting the promotion of democratic 
eforms and economic reforms across the world. They have also been backed by 
tatistical analysis relevant for foreign policy that found that actual democracies and 

arket economies generally had peaceful relationships with one another ( Rummel 
995 ; Russett and Ray 1997 ). As Latham noted: 

… the concept of modernization was much more than an academic model. It was also 
a means of understanding the process of global change and the identifying ways the 
United States could accelerate, channel, and direct it. ( Latham 2000 , 1) 

At the same time, scholarly work examined the role that political agency plays 
n prompting or directing regime transitions and the consolidation of democratic 
nstitutions (cf. O’Donnell and Schmitter 1986 ; Pempel 1990 ; Rueschemeyer and 

tephens 1991 ; Przeworski and Limongi 1997 ; Diamond 2002 ; Croissant 2004 ; 
erkel 2004 ; Levitsky and Way 2010 ). Attention was paid to the role of institu-

ions in structuring strategic behavior and to the contribution of political agency 
o institution-building. 

In economics, new institutional economics (NIE) placed emphasis on the idea 
hat “good” institutions, once established and routinized, promote economic 
rowth and can sustain a path to democracy and prosperity (most notably, North 

981 ; Olson 1993 ; cf. Acemoglu and Robinson 2005 , 2012 developing Douglass 
orth’s theory). Institutions are presented as sets of constraints and payoffs that 

imit the choices of relevant actors and direct them into specific behavioral patterns. 
his position brought attention to the role of institutional design in fostering posi- 

ive outcomes in the shorter and longer term. Research in political science sought 
o understand what political agency and strategy can achieve in processes of de- 

ocratization ( O’Donnell and Schmitter 1986 ; Przeworski 1991 ; Burton, Gunther, 
nd Higley 1992 ; McFaul 2002 , 225) and brought the role of institutional design 

enter stage next to the established variables-based understanding of regularity and 

hange in societies ( Schneider and Schmitter 2004 ; Levitsky and Murillo 2009 ). 
The ensuing “institutionalist turn” in the study of development and democratiza- 

ion promoted the belief that reforming formal institutions and rules will have an 

nticipated positive impact on collective behavior elsewhere, directing policymak- 
rs to develop the right type of norms and values supportive of liberal democracy 
nd conducive to economic prosperity. Technocratic experts have the task of enact- 
ng institutional reforms for countries to trigger convergence toward the optimal 
utcomes of democracy and market capitalism ( North 2005 , 158, 164). The belief 

s that, because institutions incentivize, condition, and constrain behavior, the re- 
esign of political institutions and norms will steer collective behavior in a desired 

rajectory. On closer scrutiny, modernization and institutionalism create these ex- 
ectations on the basis of two epistemological premises: 

1. Linearity, meaning that the conditions and actions associated with cer- 
tain observed outcomes are described as input–output relations. Socioe- 
conomic conditions are represented in statistical analysis as measurable 

variables whose behavior is often studied by “holding all things constant”
so that meaningful correlations between variables or even cause and effect 
relations are identified. In this linear view of political and social change, 
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relationships between macro-level variables, such as economic growth and 

democracy, adequately explain a society’s performance. In models and 

games, a system’s dynamics depend on the structural and institutional 
properties of the system that define options and payoffs and affect how
behavior is constrained and incentivized. In both statistical analysis and 

models, relations between the constituent parts of a system are supposed
to adequately reveal how the whole is constituted. The assumption of lin-
earity justifies efforts to identify universal laws of social behavior and build
models to explain institutional convergence. 

2. Ergodicity, which refers to the premise that the future behavior of a system
can be predicted with reference to corresponding properties and relation- 
ships observed in previous samples under study. An ergodic system is a
system whose properties “can be fully described by a set of unchanging
conditional probability distribution functions” ( Davidson 1996 , 479) or, in 

other words, “knowledge about the future essentially involves projecting 

statistical averages based on past and/or current realizations to forthcom-
ing events” ( Davidson 1989 , 477–78). This assumption allows statistical in-
ferences from a sample to be taken as probabilistic statements about the
future ( North 2005 , 19). The inferred relationships allow us to ascertain
which future behavior is probable under the presence of the same struc-
tural and institutional variables. Any future cases that will exhibit similar
values in the pertinent variables are likely to demonstrate similar behavior.
Although real world systems will face a residual level of uncertainty from
random events, the projected statistical probability is revealed by prior 
measurements and holds as a general expectation ( North 2005 , 22). These
findings translated into reliable predictions about the future can support 
policy prescriptions (cf. North 2005 , 163). 

Practically speaking, this means that countries with poor performance in terms
of economic growth, democracy and political stability and overall prosperity are
trapped in their suboptimal situation. Statistical findings from previous samples are
interpreted as establishing a reliable probability of how these systems will continue
to perform in the future unless something is done to change the relevant measure-
ments associated with this poor performance. At the same time, any preconditions
and behavioral models that research has derived from past samples are supposed to
reveal the type of changes a plan of action should aim at. The premise of linearity
suggests that transformations of whole systems can be accelerated by institutional
reforms that will foster favorable “input” conditions (cf. March and Olsen 1998 ;
Ruggie 1998a ). The assumption of ergodicity suggests that no matter how messy
and noisy the local environment is, policymakers can utilize the above-mentioned
knowledge and create plausible plans for its transformation. A plan for intervention
will not control all uncertainties of implementation. Interventions must be properly
adjusted to the particularities of each environment: 

1. Local conditions are considered, but they are seen as “noise” that does not
abstract from the generalized expectations regarding inputs and outputs 
that prior analysis has established. 

2. Unintended effects can be expected, but they are seen as equally tractable
by the analysis of past observations and, therefore, preventable or at least
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mitigatable through careful design and better implementation that take 

this information into account. 

This type of thinking builds a “linear transitions” paradigm. A view of world as 
tructured by measurable input–output relations is coupled with a mechanical model 
f how change is propelled when these measurements change. This view nurtures 
n engineering approach to political change: understanding these relationships al- 
ows political actors to design and implement a comprehensive package of inter- 
entions that will add the relevant inputs or strengthen the structuring properties 
n a society to achieve or safeguard a desired outcome. This strengthens the belief 
hat institution building is a plausible mission for policymaking, and that foreign 

ntervention is both desirable and plausible because a country trapped in adverse 

onditions is less likely to change course by itself unless an exogenous force moves 
t from its suboptimal position (from a suboptimal equilibrium). 

The Linear Transitions Paradigm in Democracy Promotion and State-Building 

t is important to note that the linear transitions paradigm accommodates various 
ompeting theories and approaches (cf. March and Olsen 1998 ). From a construc- 
ivist or sociological perspective, social norms and cultural characteristics are seen as 
aving a “structuring” or “conditioning” effect on how a society evolves ( Finnemore 

nd Sikking 1998 ). Norms, values, and cultural traits are constitutive of structures 
nd actors ( Wendt 1987 ; Ruggie 1998a , 871–77). Hence, under the premises of 
inearity and ergodicity, institution-building can be seen as an effort by political 
gency to reconfigure the socialization context , with interventions promoting norms 
nd institutions to reshape beliefs and identities. Ultimately, this effort could alter 
ollective behavior and could influence system-level performance. 

On the other side, in rational choice models and game theory , behavioral models rep- 
esent foreign policy actors as strategizing to maximize a defined utility expecta- 
ion by establishing new sets of institutional and normative opportunities and con- 
traints. The focus is on what incentivizes or constrains the behavior of state actors 
 Snidal 1985 ). Game theory models, for instance, were used in analyses of conflict, 
uch as the Cuban Missile Crisis ( Myerson 1991 ). Importantly, the very setup of 
 model suggests which parts of the model’s specification are relevant as key ele- 
ents of the structure. In that regard, if the model’s parameters can be altered, 

he expected behavior of the model will be different, and this includes reforming 

nstitutions as key incentives and constraints on behavior. 
In short, the linear transitions paradigm enables different theories and ap- 

roaches to treat institutions and norms as features of regularity and consider them 

he closest point policymakers could get to bring some degree of predictability and 

tability in society ( North 2005 , 36, 52). Institution-building is expected to recon- 
gure the connections between ideologies, constitutive rules, values, and identities 
ith patterns of human behavior ( March and Olsen 1998 ; Ruggie 1998b ). 
Likewise, the linear transitions paradigm withstood diverse political debates and 

deological differences in US foreign policy. For realists, democracy promotion and 

tate-building can be seen as having an instrumental value for a great power such as 
he United States to influence how other states will behave in the future by placing 

hem inside a new structure of constraints and norms (cf. Kitchen 2010 , 141–43). 
stablishing democratic institutions and norms makes sense if this will change the 

ayoffs and options for other international players ( Schimmelfennig, Engert, and 

nobel 2003 ). The challenge is for policymakers to choose the form of leverage 

hat is more effective in each situation ( Levitsky and Way 2006 , 382) and to un-
erstand the broader context of international and domestic conditions that may 

acilitate or hinder this decision (cf. Mearsheimer 2019 ). On the other side, from a 
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more idealistic perspective, norms, values, and new cultural habits and routines can
reshape identities and preferences elsewhere, going far beyond what rational con-
straints do in the short term by building the normative foundations of a safer and
more prosperous world. Associations between norms, institutions, and cultural and 

behavioral traits appear to be relevant for building a stable international system and
have come to influence what policymakers thought they could achieve ( Yee 1996 ,
69; Finnemore and Sikking 1998 , 891; Wertheim 2020 ). As Ruggie put it: 

…Kissinger now looks for salvation to the ‘idealism’ that he spent his entire career 
mocking but which is more properly described as the animating ideas and values that 
emerge out of America’s own sense of self as a nation and which have always framed 
successful U.S. foreign policy… In summary, “making history” in the new era is a 
matter not merely of defending the national interest but of defining it, nor merely 
enacting stable preferences but constructing them. (Ruggie 1998, 878). 

The collapse of the Soviet Union seemed to have vindicated the belief that “good”
institutions matter for prosperity and stability. The power vacuum that this ma-
jor event created in East Europe and Central Asia was seen as a unique opportu-
nity for large-scale institutional engineering. Earlier cases of successful democratic 
state-building in postwar Western Germany and Japan, where the United States
played a key role in drafting their constitutions and rearranging power relations,
set an attractive precedent. There was renewed confidence in the belief that similar
projects could equally succeed elsewhere ( Smith 1994 ). Emerging and reforming
economies, such as Russia, China, and Vietnam, were invited to join global institu-
tions, such as the World Trade Organization (WTO), and enter the dense Western
network of economic relations with the expectation that their domestic politics will
undergo positive change toward political and economic liberalization. 

In US foreign policy, this conviction has nurtured the ambitious idea that, when-
ever the opportunity arises, if it is in the interests of the United States, the super-
power can promote or even impose a carefully designed program of institutional
reform to turn a hitherto troubled country into a trustworthy member of the lib-
eral democratic alliance of nations it presides over. Culminating with the “end of
history”’ vision in the early 1990s, this type of thinking provided a foil for aggres-
sive and ambitious military interventions with the goal of integrating countries such
as Iraq, Afghanistan, and Libya to the broader family of rule-of-law democracies.
Experts and think tanks were invited to prepare proposals for the proper content
and sequence of reforms and they did so informed by prior observations of positive
change ( Byman 2003 , 50, 70; Dawisha and Dawisha 2003 , 48; Lawson 2003 , 207). 

The same type of thinking is discernible in other forms of institutional efforts to
reform by way of foreign intervention, such as the establishment of rule-of-law judi-
cial and legal systems or the promotion of economic reform packages ( Krause and
Jütersonke 2005 , 451). Designing these interventions tends to be informed by what
was observed to have worked well in other cases. For example, in the postcommu-
nist transitions during the 1990s, it was a strong belief that economic liberalization
fostered democratization ( Bunce 2001 ), including “shock therapy” reforms in that
area and beyond. The case for economic reforms was then packaged into the dis-
course of democratization. As President George Bush Jr put it: 

America will encourage the advancement of democracy and economic openness in 

both nations, because these are the best foundations for domestic stability and inter- 
national order. ( Bush 2002 ) 

Finally, the United States will use this moment of opportunity to extend the benefits 
of freedom across the globe. We will actively work to bring the hope of democracy, 
development, free markets, and free trade to every corner of the world. ( Bush 2002 ) 
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This linear transitions paradigm survived policy failures, mishaps, and successions 
n the US administration ( Jahn 2007a , 88). Foreign policy adaptations conformed 

o this organizing paradigm, such as the stance adopted by President Barak Obama: 

After World War II, America had the wisdom to shape institutions to keep the peace 
and support human progress – from NATO and the United Nations to the World 
Bank and IMF… Now, just as the world has changed, this architecture must change 
as well. At the height of the Cold War, President Kennedy spoke about the need for 
a peace based upon, “a gradual evolution in human institutions.” And evolving these 
international institutions to meet the demands of today must be a critical part of 
American leadership. ( Obama 2014 ) 

Following the linear transitions paradigm , designing, promoting and establishing 

emocratic institutions have been seen as a noble, feasible but demanding task. 
nstitution-building starts with the assessment of where a country is on the devel- 
pmental and institutional continuum. There are objective measures and indexes 

inking policies or institutions to the actual properties and performances of the lo- 
al system. Knowing the input–output relationships and the special circumstances 
f the case we are dealing with gives us the indications of what must be done. Sec-
nd, to identify the best policy option, we match our knowledge about causes and 

utcomes with knowledge of the local circumstances. After the old regime is wiped 

ut and resistance is contained, the field is open for a process of institutional reform 

o start. The next step requires careful planning for the consistent implementation 

f reforms, and this plan must be tailored to addressing any special local conditions. 
It is important to mention that the premises of linearity and ergodicity do not sug- 

est that policy interventions have deterministic and certain outcomes. Under the 

rgodic assumption, there are probabilistic statements about what can happen else- 
here. Knowing which conditions generally favor democratization is interpreted 

s a challenge for international agency to devise institutional reforms against spe- 
ific and often adverse local conditions ( Gourevitch 1978 ; Pridham, Herring, and 

anford 1994 ; Carothers 1997 , 2000 ; Burnell 2000 ; Crawford 2001 ; Ethier 2003 ;
ershman and Allen 2006 ). This requires due consideration of any unaccounted 

ocal factors but does not preclude the design of institutional reform guided by 
robabilistic expectations. In countries that have been trapped in chronic instabil- 

ty or tyranny, reforming political institutions is understood to be a delicate and 

ifficult task but necessary for directing them toward growth and prosperity. The 

im is to activate the institutional and socioeconomic variables found to support 
emocratization and political stability elsewhere. The idea is that, if successful in- 
titutional programs are studied carefully, lessons can be learnt, and analogies can 

e discerned that will inform interventions in other locations ( Dobbins et al. 2003 ). 
nterventions must be well-designed and well-executed with good knowledge of the 

ocal circumstances ( Dobbins 2007 ; Mines 2020 ). Finally, institution building is ex- 
ected to have a long-term and slower-burning effect too ( Pridham 1991 ). 
In that regard, the ergodic and linear view of change offers a narrower under- 

tanding of how the local context matters . Local circumstances can obstruct the process 
f institution-building ( Barany and Moser 2009 ; Beisheim et al. 2014 ), but under- 
tanding their effect is still filtered through prevalent expectations about how key 
actors of change have worked in other cases ( Ciprut 2008 ). The main concern is 
bout the right adjustment and “sequencing” of the interventions ( Mansfield and 

nyder 2007 ). 

Behavioral Complexity and the “Complex Transitions” Paradigm 

he interventions in Iraq, Libya, and Afghanistan generated adverse and disrupting 

evelopments such as resurgence and the rise of ISIS in Northern Iraq spilling over 
n Syria, opportunities for Iran to meddle with the internal affairs of Iraq, tensions 
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and conflict between Turkey and the Kurds, Russian interference and influence
in the Middle East, a long-standing civil war in Libya, and the influx of refugees in
Europe from the broader region with several destabilizing effects on European poli-
tics. Similarly, smaller-scale unintended consequences were also identified in various
peace-keeping missions, some of which had policies of political and economic lib-
eralization integrated in the management of the postconflict situation (Paris 2004,
2010 ; Call and Cousens 2008 ). 

Recurrent failure raises a more profound question concerning how we evaluate
prior knowledge in view of differentiated results and contexts ( Ungerer 2012 ) and
come to hold expectations about future outcomes. Can we really reduce system-
level dynamics to a few inputs observed in past statistical samples? Is it plausible to
look for guiding evidence from statistical inferences as if they were “laws” regarding
social phenomena (cf. Karl 1990 )? The problem with policy and theory conform-
ing to the premises of linearity and ergodicity is that they overlook how, in each
context, relationships and interactions among social actors tend to produce new
properties in a system—novelty—and, consequently, a great degree of uncertainty 
over previously calculated probabilities (cf. Knight 1921 ). 

Societies are complex systems in the sense that they have properties, such as norms,
values, institutions, and patterns of behavior, that continuously emerge from in-
teractions among social actors and their organizations within and across intercon-
nected systems ( Root 2013 ). They exhibit intractable dynamics that tend to gen-
erate novel and unpredictable patterns of change. In the words of Peter Hall, the
coevolution of actions, social relations, and institutions takes place in a “social ecol-
ogy” ( Hall 2010 ). In a social ecology, human actors, far more than any other biolog-
ical being, consciously readjust their behavior by reflecting on prior and incoming
information that they receive through interactions with others. Human systems are
in that sense complex civil societies ( Novak 2018 ). People learn from interaction
with others and send their feedback through this interaction; they thereby revise
their preferences and reorganize collective activities to change properties of their
environment in line with revised preferences (cf. Dosi et al. 2003 ; North 2005 , viii).
They do so while interconnected in networks across different systems ( Root 2013 ,
14–15). Root called these systems complex adaptive systems ( Root 2013 ). Each net-
work has a distinct structure shaping how information is channeled, who controls
it, or who has greater influence on it, defining different structures of commands
and communication ( Root 2020 ). In complex systems, any system-level outcomes
are almost always not the direct result of intentional action but rather the outcome
of interactions of myriads of actors whose actions and plans generate an ecology of
behavioral adaptations across time. 

To better illustrate how complexity captures processes of social change, we can
consider how the cultural context evolves and intersects with social change. A strand
of studies of democracy and democratization studied the role of civic culture, con-
sisting of combinations of beliefs, values, and norms and diverse forms of civil so-
ciety, in strengthening the prospect of democratization ( Almond and Verba 1963 ;
Pye and Verba 1965 ; Weigle and Butterfield 1992 ; Putnam 1993 ). For Inglehart
and Welzel (2009) , there is a set of values and norms relevant to the flourish-
ing of a democracy, broadly defined as modernity and modernization, which can
have a slower but significant effect on public attitudes. Yet, the idea that there are
specific cultural environments hostile to democracy was disproven on many cases
( Kacowicz and Miller 2018 , 305). Moreover, a cultural environment is far from a
static set of properties ( Krause and Jütersonke 2005 , 453). Cultural values are coe-
volving through interactions in each society, often unexpectedly, as was observed in
evaluations of international aid programs ( Barnett and Bennett 2013 ). This casts
doubt on how stable and reliable the structuring effect of cultural traits on society is
( Xenia 2005 ). Observing changes in attitudes and behavior in each setting suggests
that the relationship between cultural factors and political institutions and norms
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s dynamic and complex, rather than linear and ergodic: cultural traits affect in- 
ividual behavior, but they are also sustained or challenged by collective behavior 
cf. Almond and Verba 1989 , 29). This is far from suggesting that exogenous in- 
erventions can reshape existing cultural traits at will. Patterns of behavior and sets 
f beliefs do indeed change, but not through clearly distinguishable linear input–
utput patterns that can be manipulated. 
Here, interactions are a fundamental aspect of how patterns of collective behav- 

or emerge. Our own preferences, identities, and, consequently, behavior are being 

haped by existing norms and values as well as evolving feedback processes with 

thers. Some of us may want to change a few circumstances or our broader envi- 
onment, but the evolution of these circumstances depends on the interactions of 
ultiple other actors whose aspirations and plans may clash, assist, or disrupt our 

wn plans and aspirations. 
This means that what we see as a social context at any given time is not the prod-

ct of additive inputs of the parts of a system but, instead, the whole is constituted 

nd reshaped by how multiple factors, by interacting with one another, reshape 

he properties of the system, and will continue to do so indefinitely, often uncon- 
ciously or with unintended consequences (cf. Lewis 2010 ).These interactions will 
iffer from context to context leading to diverse and often divergent trajectories 
f change across societies. Hence, future developments cannot be predicted by the 

tatistical analysis of other samples from the past taken as probability statements. 
hat is more, both domestic and international events include several systems with 

ultilevel connectivity ( Root 2020 ). These systems interact at multiple levels (i.e., 
arkets, institutions, organizations, domestic groups, etc.), and actions at one scale 

mpact on behavior at another, adding complexity and uncertainty to the system. 
ence, complex processes of change in human societies cannot be adequately un- 
erstood through the scheme of linear cause-and-effect relations and cannot be 

nterpreted under the premise of ergodicity as probabilities (cf. North 2005 , 22). 
Furthermore, time is a fundamental dimension in terms of how societal interac- 

ions evolve. The socializing, informational, creative, and entrepreneurial aspects 
f human agency continuously generate changes in social systems. Social change is 
ccurring with differences in its “duration,” “tempo,” “acceleration,” and “timing”
 Grzymala-Busse 2011 ). Change can occur as “gradual transformations” or can take 

he form of “breakdown and replacement” ( Streeck and Thelen 2005 , 9; Thelen 

999 ; Pierson 2004 ; Hall 2010 ). This often makes the boundaries between institu- 
ional continuity and change porous. Pierson (2000) describes path dependency 
s the self-reinforcing process by which institutions and embedded norms promote 

tability in systems of political and social organization but also discerns slow-moving 

rocesses that can be “big” in terms of the impact they have ( Pierson 2004 ). On 

he one hand, a degree of institutional stability can be attributed to patterns of 
reproduction by adaptation,” which may also host gradual and stealthy transforma- 
ions described as “layering,” “conversion,” and “drift” ( Thelen and Steinmo 1992 ; 
helen and Streeck 2005 ). On the other hand, behavioral adaptations can suddenly 
scalate to critical junctures that open the possibility for radical institutional change 

 Capoccia and Kelemen 2007 ). Sudden transitions can be triggered even by what 
nitially seems to be an insignificant event, as was the case with the revolutions in 

he Arab world in the early 2010s and the fall of communism in Eastern Europe in 

989. In that regard, any regularities observed in a social system at any given time 

re not planned; they are temporary and always incomplete. 
Behavioral complexity challenges the idea that collective behavior is structured 

y institutions with a good degree of regularity, because it questions the very idea 
f institutional order acting as a relatively stable and reliable container of societal 
hange. Institutional change, often taking the form of discontinuities in the inter- 
retation of the same norms and drifts in the application of these rules, is, instead, 
ontingent on societal interactions in which evolving preferences, ideas, strategies, 
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and actions matter. This illustrates the limitations of thinking in terms of input–
output expectations. In complex systems, the effect of a planned intervention is far
from linear and predictable. It is impossible to predict the full range of responses
to the intervention and how this will unfold in the future. This also explains why a
forceful exogenous intervention in a system will trigger behavioral responses that
will most likely move that system in an unexpected direction 

A foreign intervention, even if followed by a strong military presence, will up-
set processes by which a modus vivendi has been so far established. It will even
unsettle endogenous processes that could have unleashed a political transition at
some point in the near future. By abolishing or severely disrupting previous insti-
tutional structures, practices, and routines while initiating a process of institutional
redesign, it will create new decision situations that most members of this society will
find unfamiliar and uncertain. New patterns of collective behavior will emerge in
a dynamic and unpredictable fashion. Significant events, such as a failure of infras-
tructure, administrative delays, and local episodes of protest, can trigger large-scale
dissatisfaction, protestations, or even violence. The initial sequence of responses
will create new networked connections among social actors, further propelling a
cascade of behavioral changes. These interactions can accelerate shifts in both the
preferences and the strategies of social and political actors, especially as people re-
spond to new information. The new environment may also trigger opportunistic re-
sponses by key political figures. Diverse adaptations and organizational formations 
will unleash new and unpredictable changes in this environment. With a domino
of preference changes and behavioral readjustments, the direction of change is dif-
ficult to foretell. It may and go as far as challenging and subverting the new status
quo. 

It is important to note that, after an intervention, the previous properties of the
institutional and normative status quo do not disappear (cf. Pierson 2000 , 2004 ). Yet
again, how preexisting power networks will behave cannot be predicted. Public of-
ficials can be keen to collaborate with the new political force or may decide to join
the opposition or engage with resurgence forces. The latter type of response will
be received as a message by other people disappointed or outraged with the conse-
quences of the intervention itself. For instance, the removal of a dictator creates new
opportunities for opportunistic behavior that can take the form of new alliances,
radicalization, collective action, paramilitary action, and incendiary rhetoric whose 

effects cannot be predicted in advance and cannot be easily contained afterwards.
Religious organizations may provide the ideological repertoire and the material in-
frastructure for insurgency. Other foreign governments or organizations may find a
chance to interfere. Developments in one place may spill over to neighboring areas
and countries, as was the case of ISIS in North Iraq and Syria, destabilizing larger re-
gions and creating new and more urgent problems for the foreign occupying force.

Complexity suggests that the evolution of interactions and adaptations after rad-
ical large-scale interventions can be not only very consequential for a system but
also unpredictable. This includes the anticipation of side effects too, those develop-
ments that severely derail the direction of a system compared to the original plan of
intervention. Because behavioral adaptations are diverse and continuously gener- 
ate novel properties in their environment, planning for social and political change
on such a large scale confronts a higher degree of indeterminacy. An exogenous
intervention will trigger behavioral adaptations and new interactions that will add
uncertainty. These behavioral responses can manifest themselves as unintended and 

unforeseen consequences. The nature and scale of unintended consequences can- 
not be predicted ex ante so that preemptive and mitigating measures can be taken
early enough. In Libya, for example, regime change had a surprisingly disruptive
effect on intercommunity linkages within that society, unleashing opportunistic be- 
havior from Libyan leaders and foreign powers that escalated into years of conflict.
The case of Iraq is another example of an intervention that pushed several political
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nd social actors to behavioral choices diametrically different from the one planned 

nd envisaged—domestic terrorism, insurgency and civil war, and unwelcomed in- 
erferences by Iran and Turkey. 

Understanding the behavioral dimension of complexity is an epistemological 
ake on reality justifying moderation regarding how we read research findings from 

he study of social systems and interpret them. It becomes evident that we cannot 
btain an analytically tractable picture of possible patterns of behavioral reactions 
nd counterresponses that will be consequential for a given system. This curbs the 

spirations of foreign policy and grand strategies. Local knowledge, no matter how 

omprehensive it might be, cannot help us attain the desired outcome of the inter- 
ention or predict the type and scale of unintended consequences that we need to 

reempt or mitigate. In democratic state-building, complexity suggests that simply 
dding or replacing a few key components of the system—as the result of an orga- 
ized and well-executed external intervention—will not have a predictable “struc- 

uring” impact on how the targeted environment would readapt to this intervention. 
This raises another question. Can interventions achieve policy objectives with a 

ower degree of uncertainty? What complexity indicates is that the larger and more 

adical the intervention is, the greater the uncertainty it faces. Task complexity mat- 
ers ( Krasner and Risse 2014 ). Targeted interventions for emergency assistance, in- 
rastructure building, and basic state capacity building may have higher chances of 
uccess, because the scale of the intervention is significantly smaller compared to 

he much more wide-ranging task of state building. In that regard, a grand strat- 
gy can envision a sequence of smaller, less far-reaching steps, even if it wants to 

romote broader system-level changes in the long term. For instance, instead of 
nterventions to steer the behavior of large units such as states in a desired direc- 
ion in relatively small periods of time, there can be efforts to approach and co-opt 
eaders and key political players without disrupting the system they inhabit. Jordan 

s an example of a country whose foreign policy has been transformed under King 

bdullah after a political rapprochement with the United States. However, if there 

re strong indications that elites and the vast majority in a society wish to follow a 
emocratization path as in the case of East Timor ( Krasner 2011 , 73–74), this path 

an be facilitated by foreign assistance and guidance. A more comprehensive plan 

ust enjoy a higher degree of public legitimacy in that society ( Lake and Farris 
014 ) and will essentially work as a helpful and affirmative nudge rather than a vi-
lent transgression. Finally, the consistent promotion of liberal norms, ideas, and 

alues across human societies can indeed influence identities and preferences in 

ther societies in the longer term. The broader idea of democracy promotion does 
ot have to be abandoned. Understanding complexity warns against radical, large- 
cale, and abrupt interventions in processes of social change and, at the same time, 
oints to endogenous dynamics that a step-by-step strategy can influence. 

Conclusion 

emocratic state-building is a controversial aspect of democracy promotion, even 

ore so following developments in Iraq and Afghanistan. It is an effort to steer 
he behavior of a society in a desired direction. Such an ambitious idea will only 

ake sense if it is regarded as a realistic project of action. This paper has criticized 

he epistemological assumptions that make this strategy look plausible. Democratic 
ation-building is based on the idea that liberal democratic institutions tend to 

ake a political system prosperous and stable and the expectation that an inter- 
ention to establish institutions in a foreign environment will help recreate these 

onditions, provided it is properly planned and executed. This idea relies on a 
ominant “transition paradigm” built on two flawed premises regarding change 

n human societies: first, that processes of social and institutional change have 

dentifiable input–output relations connecting socioeconomic conditions that can 
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be measured as statistical variables (linearity) and, second, that observations from
past samples offer a reliable probabilistic basis for planning new interventions and
predicting their effect elsewhere (ergodicity). Under the premises of linearity and
ergodicity, if the same variables appear in another place in similar measurements
and no previously unaccounted factor comes up whose effect was not present in
the sample and could not be calculated at the time of that analysis, the probabilistic
projection of input and output is expected to hold. Through this lens, it appears
realistic to expect that, if we know what has made democratic transitions success-
fully consolidated elsewhere, we can prompt and accelerate a similar process in
another system, using the same knowledge to change the relevant institutions and
behavioral norms as indicated by previous observations while making a few careful
adjustments to local conditions. 

Using insights from the study of complex systems, I explain why these assump-
tions are misleading and why radical foreign interventions are bound to generate
large-scale unintended consequences. In human systems, responses to exogenous 
interventions involve sequences of multiple and intractable behavioral reactions de- 
veloping through continuous feedback processes and generating novel and diverse 

social and political trajectories. The scale and nature of these responses in each
case cannot be forecast and anticipated beforehand. These behavioral adjustments 
may manifest themselves as cascades of events that completely derail the original
plan in very adverse directions. A political system or the whole region may expe-
rience system-level unintended and unforeseen turmoil. Although there are cases 
in which institution-building seems to have got it right, these success stories must
not be understood as vindicating a general expectation that these cases offer clear
indications of what should be done or what must be avoided to achieve a similar
result elsewhere. Complexity suggests that, even if the formal institutional order is
modified, the behavior of the whole system will most likely not be reconfigured as
planned, particularly if the exogenous intervention is radical and abrupt. 
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